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Introduction.

Fejér has shown f that the Fourier development corresponding to a function

f ( x ), of period 27r, will be summable \ to the value

H/(» + 0)4-/(»-0)]

at all points at which the function f(x) is continuous or has a finite jump, if

f(x) is finite and integrable or even iff(x) becomes infinite at a finite number

of points, provided it remains integrable. He has further shown in the article

referred to that the development is uniformly summable throughout any closed

interval which does not include a point of discontinuity of the function. He

has used these properties in connection with a general theorem about conver-

gence factors to establish the fact that the formal results obtained in the discus-

sion of many problems in Mathematical Physics which involve the development

of an arbitrary function in a Fourier's series really furnish a solution of the

problem, even when the development of the function is a divergent series.

Fejér's idea of investigating the nature of the divergence of a development

of an arbitrary function in terms of normal functions and then applying general

theorems about convergence factors to determine the behavior of the series when

such factors are introduced, can be applied to many other developments that

occur in Mathematical Physics. The present paper is devoted to a study, from

this point of view, of the developments in terms of Bessel functions.

Although the formal work of obtaining the development of an arbitrary func-

tion in terms of Bessel functions goes back to Fourier, the rigorous discussion

of the conditions under which the development is convergent has not made

equal progress with that discussion in the case of the ordinary Fourier's series.

This is doubtless due to the less elementary character of the functions involved

* Presented to the Society, September 11, 1908.

tCf. Mathematische Annalen, vol. 58 (1903-04), p. 51.

X The word summable will be used in this article in a somewhat special sense. Cf. the defi-

nition in I 2.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. »6 391
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and to the fact that the formula? in the case of the Bessel functions are con-

siderably more cumbersome. As far as I am able to learn the first and almost

the only satisfactory investigation of the convergence of the development to the

value of the function developed is due to DiNi, * Kneser has discussed,! from

the standpoint of integral equations, the convergence of the development in

terms of J0, and has stated that similar methods will apply to the developments

in terms of /„ where v > 0. A number of other discussions of the convergence

of the development have been published, but I do not know of any treatment,

besides those mentioned, in which the reasoning is complete.

The discussion of the summability of the development, given in this paper, is

analogous in its general outlines to the discussion of the convergence given

by Harnack.J Harnack's treatment is not adequate but his method is

suggestive.

§1. Distribution of the roots of an equation involving Bessel functions.

We wish to discuss in this section the distribution of the positive roots of the

equation

(1) lXFv(X) + hJv(X) = 0,

where Jv(X) represents a Bessel function of the vth order, v is a constant posi-

tive or zero, and h and I are any constants not both zero.

We find it convenient to consider first the following trigonometric equation

k
(2) C0S(X—a) + r- sin (\ — a) = 0 ( k, a constants )

whose roots will be found to approximate to the roots of equation (1) for large

values of X.

Lemma 1. If we represent by X'x, X'2, X'3, ■ • • the successive positive roots

of equation (2), we have

(3) l\L*i-*¿-«-|<rá (m = i,2,3,...)
m

where Fx is a positive constant.

This lemma is obviously true if k = 0. Let us then first consider the case

in which k > 0, and let X0 be any positive value of X such that

(4) cos(X0 —a) = 0,        sin (X0 — a) = — 1,

(5) X0>k.

* Serie di Fourier (Pisa, 1880), pp. 246-269.

t Mathematische Annalen, vol. 63 (1906-07), p. 505.

t Mathematische Annalen, vol. 35 (1890), p. 41.
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Since, in view of (4), cos (X — a) steadily increases from 0 to J \/Z and

sin (X — a) steadily increases from — 1 to — \ while \ increases from X0 to

\ + i77"' i* follows that the expression on the left hand side of equation (2),

which is negative for X = \0 and, in view of (5), is positive for X=XQ+ ^tr,

must vanish at one and only one point in the interval X0 = X = X0 4 %-rr.

Moreover, this expression is always positive in the interval X0 4 \ir = X = X0 + tt,

and hence equation (2) has one and only one root in the interval X0 = X= X0 4 tr.

If we denote this root by X^, we have

k
cos (X'm + 7r-a)+ rrq— sin (X'm+ir-a)

m    '

k k
(6) =^r sin(X'm-a) + -r—-ain(X'm + -7r-a)

m m    '

■n-kain(X'm-a)

~    X'(X' +tt)    <-U*

Since cos (X — a) + (k/X) sin (X — a) is positive for X = XQ + tr, it follows

from (6) that X^+, lies in the interval X0 + 7r<X<X^ + 7r. Moreover we

have from (6)

-wk sin ( X^ + 7T — a )

X' (X' +tt)

k k
= C03(K+i-a)+ y— ain(X'm+x-a)-eoa(X'm+7r-a)- ^7—sin (X'm+tr-a)

m+X m'

k
(7) > cos (x;+1 _ a) _ cos (X; 4 7T - a) 4 rr- sin (x; + 7T - a)

m+1

k

m    '

= ^a(X'm+x-a)-coa(X'm+^-a) + kain(X'm+tr-a) |~^,+~™~.*?+'].

But since from the Law of the Mean

°°s (x«+i - a) - cos (x; + 7T - a) = - sin £• [X/,+1 - x; - w]

( Al+i — «<i<^l + 'r — «)
we have from (7)

.-   , , -.      k sin (X' 4 7T — a) T tr X' +-it — X'   , "I
r -\ ' -\ ' __ 1  ^ _ \     m    '_/ I_m     '_m+1    I

L*w«   K   »J<        sinf      ~l(K + *)K~(K + *)*L+xY
and since, moreover,

sin | > sin (X^ 4- 7T — a) = — sin (X^ — a) > — sin Í X0 4 ^ — a j = g

and X^+1 — X'm — ir is negative, we have finally
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(8)

<
n7   P   7T 7T   "I 47T&

The inequality (8) has been derived under the assumption that X0, the root of

cos (X — a) = 0 that immediately precedes X^, is such that sin (X0 — a) = — 1

and the inequality (5) is satisfied. The first restriction was made for definite-

ness and the proof of formula (8) can be carried through in a similar manner if

(4) is replaced by

(4') cos ( XQ — a ) = 0, sin ( X0 — a ) = 1.

Moreover, since there are only a finite number of positive roots of equation (2)

lying in the interval 0 < X < X0 where X0 is the least value of X0 satisfying (4)

and (5), or (4') and (5), we may choose Fx > 4irk and such that the inequality

(3) is satisfied for all positive roots of (2) that are less than XD.    Hence, in

view of (8), we have
v-

IX' ,, — X' — ir\ <c7"i (m = l, 2, 3, •••)
m

and the lemma is proved for the case where k > 0.

The proof for the case where k < 0 is quite analogous, the principal differ-

ence being that the successive roots of (2) come before instead of after the cor-

responding roots of cos (X — a ) = 0 to which they approximate.

We will consider next the equation

k
(9) cos(X — a) + - sin (X — a) + e(X) = 0

where k and a are constants and e(X) is a continuous function of X satisfying

the inequality
M

(10) le(^)l<T2" (Ufa positive constant).

Lemma 2. Corresponding to each root X'm of equation (2) there is a root Xn

of equation (9) such that

(11) IX -X' |<—2

where F2 is a positive constant.

Let us first consider the case where k > 0 ; and let X0 be any positive value

of X greater than f 7r and such that

(12) cos(X0 — a) = 0,        siu (X0 — a) = — 1 ;
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Then equation (2) will have one and only one root in the interval

X0 < X < X0 4 y*2 7r • Denote that root by X^. For any positive increment AX

we have

k
coa(X'm + AX-a) + y      ^ sin (X'm + AX - a)

k k
=coa(X'm+AX-a) + ^r—^ain(X'm+AX-a)-coa(X'm-a)-yram(X'm-a)

(14)
MX

= cos(x; + AX - a) - cos (Xm - a) - sin (a/, 4 AX- a)
m \     m    ' )

k
+ ^ [sin (x; 4 AX - a) - sin (X'm - a)] .

m

But

cos (X^ 4 AX — a) — cos (X'm — a) =— AXsin(X^ 4 0AX — a)    (o<0<l),

or if we take AX < \tr so that

- 1 < sin (X; + 0AX - a) < sin (X0 + ^ - a) = - g,

AX
(14a) coa (X'm + AX — a) — coa(X'm — a) >-^ .

Moreover, in view of (13),

,« A-,. kAX .   ,   ,       . J       k   . AX
(U&) X'(X'+AX)Sm(^ + AX-a)<VAX<-8-'

and since

sin (x; 4 AX- a) — sin (X'm-a) = AX cos (X^ 4 (9, AX - a)     (o<0, <1),

we have from (13)

k AX
(14c) yr- |sin(x; + AX-a)-sin(x;-a)|<-g-.

Combining (14) with (14a), (146), and (14c), we obtain

k AX    1 t \
(15) cos (x; 4 AX-a) 4 v—-^raxn(X'm+AX-a)>^-    (o<A^-)

If now we choose AX so that

4ü!f 7T

(16) AX==(x0-^)2<T2'

we have, since X^ + AX > X0 — \ir,

AX _        M M
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and hence, in view of (10) and (15),

(17) cos(x; 4 AX - a) + ¿.sin (X'm + AX - a) + e(X'm + AX) > 0.

In a precisely similar manner it may be shown that

(18) cos(X'm -AX-a)+      _Axsin (X'm - AX - a) + e(X'm - AX) < 0.

It follows from (17) and (18) that equation (9) has at least one root in the

interval

X' — AX < X < X' 4 AX.

If we represent such a root by \n> we have from (16)

ix    v i s    4M    ^    4M    -^L      x"
1 -   J<(\-^)2<(K-^y~ x':'(K-i*r

(19) _4M^ 1 9J^

*   *-*)'

The inequality (19) has been derived under the assumption that X„, the root

of cos (X — a) = 0 that immediately precedes X^, is such that sin ( X0 — a) = — 1

and the inequalities (13) are satisfied. The first restriction was made for

definiteness and the proof can be carried through in a similar manner if (12) is

replaced by

(12') cos(X0 —a) = 0,        sin(X0 — a) = 1.

Moreover, since there are only a finite number of roots of equation (2) lying in

the interval 0 < X < X0 where X0 is the least value of X0 satisfying (12) and (13),

or (12') and (13), we may choose F2 greater than 9J2and such that the inequality

(11) is satisfied for all the positive roots of (2) that are less than X0, provided we

choose as the Xn corresponding to each X'm that root of (9) which lies nearest to

X^.    Hence we have, in view of (19),

,     F,
\\-K\<TS («=1,2,8,-. •),

m

and the lemma is proved for the case of k > 0 . The proof for the case of k < 0

is quite analogous, and for k = 0 the proof is simpler.

We will now show the relationship between equation (9) and equation (1) by

proving the following lemma:

Lemma 3. The positive roots of any equation of the form (1) are the same

as the positive roots of a corresponding equation of the form (9).
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We obtain easily from the asymptotic expansion of J„(X)*

««v    ,,   ,        l~2"r      /        2v+l   \     1-4^ .   /      2*41   \        ,   f]
(20)  Jy(X)=-yJ — l^cos^X-_7rj + _g_gln^X-^7rj+el,(X)J

where

,   m      Mx

Jf, being a positive constant.

We have for the derivative of Jv ( X ) f

«rr(x)-£j:(x)-jrrtl(x)

and on substituting this value in equation (1) we get

(21) (d+h)J„(X)-lXJv+x(X) = 0.

This equation may be thrown into another form by replacing Jv+X ( X ) by the

value obtained by changing v into v + 1 in (20) and also replacing JV(X) by

a value readily obtained from (20).    We thus reduce (21) to the form

,    I2X r      /       2v + 3   \
-Z^-lcosfX-^-rr)

(22) L      v '

%tvl + h)-l(4vi + 8v + Z) .   f       2*4-3   \       ,     1     „

where

.    ,     v. M
|«(MI<jCT»

J!2 being a positive constant.

Since the asymptotic expansions hold for all positive values of the argument,

it follows that equation (22) is equivalent to equation (21) for all positive values

of X, and hence the positive roots of any equation of the form (1) are the same

as the positive roots of an equation of the form (9).J

We are now ready to prove the following theorem :

Theorem I. If we represent by X,, X2, X3, • • • the successive positive roots

of equation (1), we have

(23) K>Cn,        |x„+,-Xn-7r|<J

where C and F are positive constants.

*Cf. Lipschitz, Crelle's Journal, vol. 56 (1859), pp. 193-196.

t Cf. Gray and Mathkws, Treatise on Bessel Functions, p. 13.

t There would seem to bean exception for the case 1 = 0. However, in that case (21) reduces

by the substitution of (20) to equation (26) given below which is of the form of equation (9).
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We prove this theorem first in the special case 1=0, in  which case (1)

reduces to

(24) «7,(X) = 0.

Sturm has shown * that for this case

(25) lim(X„+1-X„) = ^.
W=oo

From this fact the first inequality (23) follows at once.

In view of (20), equation (24) may be written for positive values of X

(       2*41   \    1-4*2 .   /       2*4 1   \       ,        „   / M,\
(26) cos \X-^-7F\ + —i— s,n(x-ZL-v\ + e¿\)=0   (ma)|<4&).

Hence, however small the positive quantity 8, all the large roots of (24) lie in

the intervals

(27)
2* +  1 7T ,
-J- 7T + g  4 Ä7T — X <S (* = 1,2,--).

Since the distance between two successive roots of (24) approaches tr as its limit,

it is clear that one and only one of these roots lies in each of the more distant

of the intervals (27).

Precisely the same reasoning applies to the roots of the equation

/       2* 4 1 \         1 - 4*2 .   /       2* 4 1    \     „
(28) cosix-j—)7r+     8X     Sm(X-4^7r) = 0'

since the distance between two successive roots here also approaches it as its

limit, as we see from Lemma 1.

Hence all the large roots of (26) coincide very nearly with the large roots of

(28) and vice versa.

Let us now denote by X'n that positive root of (28) which nearly coincides

with the large positive root Xn of (26).f Consequently X^ > C'n. By this

inequality and Lemmas 1 and 2 we have for all large values of n

,       F2    F2 , , Fx     K xx — x   <r —« <r —^r,        x .. — x — it <r —^ <r —¡r •
1   " X n2 '        '   n+1        " I     x'        »

ti n

For these large values of n we therefore have

IX ,. —X  — tr\ = |(X ,. — X',.) — (X  —X') + (X',,—X' — 7r)\I     n+1 n | |\     n + 1 n + 1/ \     n n/     ■     \     n+1 n /I

|\,,  — X,.     +   \\    — \'|   -f-   I A,'        — \'  — 7T     <iI     n+1 n+1 I     'In nl     '     I     n+1 n ^*

2AT; 4 F'x

*Liouville's Journal, vol. 1 (1836), pp. 174-175.

fNotice that \ is not necessarily the nth positive root of (28).    However, Xn and An+, are

successive positive roots of (28), and this is all that is essential.
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If then we take A"> 22T2 + F\, we see that the second inequality (23) is

established for all large values of n. It is clear that F may be increased so

that it will also hold for the smaller positive values of ». Thus our theorem is

proved when I = 0 .

Passing now to the case I =\= 0, we note first that by a theorem of Sturm *

between two successive roots of (24) there lies one and only one root of (1).

From this, together with the fact that the first inequality (23) holds when 1 = 0,

we infer at once the truth of this formula when I + 0.

Reasoning now on equation (22) precisely as we reasoned above on (26), we

see that however small 8 may be chosen, all the large roots of (1) lie in the

intervals

(29)
2* 4 3        7T     ,
-4-n + 2 + k-tr — X <S (* = 1,2,--),

and since these intervals for small values of 8 alternate with the intervals (27)

we see from the theorem of Sturm last referred to that for large values of k

one and only one root of (1 ) lies in each interval (29).

That furthermore the large roots of

^Qm /\      2* + 3   \     8(vl + h)-l(4i? + 8v+Z) .   (       2v + 3   \
(30) cosIX-j—7TJ + -^   —'-——^-^sin(X-^-7rl=0

also all lie in the intervals (29) is obvious ; that one and only one of them lies

in each of these intervals follows from the fact that the distance between two

successive roots approaches -it as its limit, as we see from Lemma 1.

Hence all the large roots of (30) coincide very nearly with the large roots

of (22).

From here on the reasoning is identical with the reasoning in the case 1=0;

and our theorem is established.

Corollary. If we represent by X,, X2, X3, • • • the successive positive roots

of equation (1), then there exists a constant q and a positive constant L such

that

,     L
(31) |Xn-mr-?|<- (» = 1,3,8,-).

Let us consider the series

(32) ¿[V.-*.-«■].
n=l

which by Theorem I is absolutely convergent.

If we represent the value to which it converges by qx and its remainder after

(n — 1) terms by Fn, we have

_ \-\-(n-l)« + Bn- ?i.

* Loo. cit., g XIX.
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and consequently

| X„ - mr + tr - X, - qx | = | Bn | < £ -2

AT ,       AT     n        2F
dx =-zr =- ( n |

x2 n n — 1      n

Hence if we take q = qx + X, — -it, and L = 2F sufficiently large to satisfy

the inequality (31) for n = 1, the truth of our corollary follows.

§ 2.   Summability and uniform summability of the development of an

arbitrary function in terms of Bessel functions.

We begin this section with a definition of summability and uniform summa-

bility and the statement of a few general facts with regard to summable and

uniformly summable series.

Definition.    Ifux(x), u2(x), ■ • ■ are functions of x, and we let

(33) sn(x) = ux(x) + u2(x) + ••• + «„(»),

(34) Sn{x) = s1(x) + 82(x) + ... + sn(x)^

then if for a particular value of x, Sn(x) approaches a limit U(x) as n

becomes infinite, the series

ux(x) + u2(x) + •••

■is said to be summable to the value U(x); if Sn(x) approaches U(x)

uniformly throughout a certain interval, the series is said to be uniformly

summable.*

It is a well known fact that every convergent series is summable, and every

uniformly convergent series is uniformly summable, to the values to which they

are convergent or uniformly convergent, respectively, but that the converse is not

true. Moreover, the sum of any two summable or uniformly summable series is

summable or uniformly summable, respectively, and its value is equal to the sum

of the values of the original series.

We will now proceed to establish some sufficient conditions that the series

I   xf(x)Jv(Xnx)dx

<««) T.M\x)^-.
"=l j   x[J„(Xnx)]2dx

where X,, X2, ••• are the successive positive roots of equation (1), should be

* The term summable is often used in other more general senses. With these we shall not be

concerned in this paper.
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summable at every point of the interval 0 < x < 1 at which the function f(x),

which appears in the formulae for the coefficients, is continuous or has a finite

jump, and should be uniformly summable throughout every closed sub-interval

lying within an interval of continuity ofy(ic). The series (35) is the ordinary

formal development of an arbitrary function f(x) in terms of Bessel functions.

We begin by proving two lemmas.

Lemma 4. If we represent by X,, X„, • • • the successive positive roots of

equation (1), then the series

(36)
•     1      /•'

Ti^-p I   4>(x) sin (Xnx-a)dx>
n=i % Jo

(/»>*),

where a is any constant, will be absolutely convergent, provided cb(x) is finite

and integrable.

Using the Law of the Mean and the corollary of Theorem I we obtain the

formula

If1. rl I
I   ef)(x) sin (Xnx—a)dx—   I   cb(x) sin { (ntr + q)x — a} Ox

| Jo Jo

= \ \   cb(x)(coaÇ)(Xn-mr-q)xdx  < -  f   \cp(x)\dx = —1,
| Jo "- Jo '<■

where Lx is a positive constant.    We may therefore write

11 r1
— I   eb(x)ain(Xnx — a)dx

I      n *s0

i í I r1
= —j     I   cb(x) [sin (Xnx — a) — sin { (ntr + q)x — a}]dx

n   \   \ do

+ \  I   eb(x) sin f (ntr + q)x — a) dx  \

L       1\C*1
<?îè + xM   <t>(x)ain{(mr + q)x-a}dx

n n I */0

But by Theorem I

(37)

-"i ^     -^i
nX"^ C7"7i1+p'

n

and hence the series whose general term is the first term on the right hand side

of (37) is convergent. If now we can show that the series which has for its

general term the second term on the right hand side of (37) is convergent, it

will follow that the series (36) is absolutely convergent.

* We have taken the sine as the trigonometric function appearing in the integrand.   That the

lemma holds equally well for the cosine is seen by making the change of variable

a = a' — -
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We have

(38) I   <b(x) ain {(n-K + q)x— a) dx = un + vn

where

un= I   cb (x) coa (qx —a) ain n-n-xdx,        vn= I   cb(x) ain (qx—a)coan-irxdx.
Jo Jq

These quantities un and v ave constant multiples of Fourier's constants belong-

ing to the functions <b(x) cos (qx — a) and cb(x) sin (qx — a), respectively.

Therefore, since these functions are finite and integrable, it follows from a the-

orem due to de la Vallée Poussin that

±<t    i<
n=l «=1

are convergent.*    Hence the series

(39) ±^,        ¿1*1 (P>1).
K=l        '' K=l       ''

are convergent, f

But we have from (38) and Theorem 1

1 I r1
(40)   —    I   eb(x)ain {(ntr + q)x — a}dx

n    do

Kl     |«.| < I ".I       |«.|
XP  "•"   X<>  — C^nf      Cfnf'

Since the two series in (39) are convergent, it follows from (40) that the series

whose general term is the left hand side of (40) is convergent, and our lemma is

proved.

Lemma 5.    If the general term of the series (35) is written in the form

2 r1 ,-
—= cos ( qx — a ) cos n-rrx I   y xf( x ) cos ( qx — a ) cos n-rrx dx
yx Jo

(41) 2 Cl
+ —-=. sin (qx — a ) sin n-irx I   Vxf( x ) sin (qx — a ) sin nirx dx + v (x),

yx Jo

then, provided the function f(x) is finite and integrable, the series

n=l

will be uniformly summable in every interval

(42) c = x = 1

*Annales de la Sooiété Scientifique de Bruxelles, vol. 17 (1892-3) ; also

Bôcher, Annals of Mathematics, ser. 2, vol. 7 (1906), p. 107.

f Bôcher, loc. cit., p. 108, lemma. This lemma is there proved only for the case p = 1 but.

the proof applies equally well to the general case p^> i.
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for which
0<c<l,

and if we write

vn(x) = xivn(x) (0<i2l),

un(0) = lim vn(x)
x=+t

the series

XX(«)
»1=1

will be uniformly summable and its terms will be continuous in the interval

(43) 0 Si a; = 1.

It is obvious that it will be sufficient to prove only the second part of the

above lemma, since the first part is an immediate consequence of the second.

We will show then that the facts stated hold with regard to the series whose

general term is va(x), and it will follow at once that the facts stated hold also

with regard to the series whose general term is vn(x).

In view of the asymptotic expansion of J~r(X) [see equation (20)] we may

write

(44) JfX) = -Acos(X- a) 4^,       <2,+1(X) = -^ sin (X - a) + +<£),

where A and a are constants and we use i}r(X) to represent any function of X

that is continuous for all positive values of X, remains finite for all such

values of X, and approaches a finite limit when X approaches zero. It is

obvious from this definition that in different formulas, and even in different

parts of the same formula, -ifr ( X ) may have a different meaning.

If we set Xx = y we obtain

(45) £x[Jv(Xx)]2dx = ±£y[Jy(y)]2dy.

But we have*

fAy[^(y)]2^ = |3{[^(M]2+[^+i(x)]2}-.x^(xK+,(x),

and hence we obtain from (44) and (45) as a value for the denominator of the

fraction in (35) f

(46) £x[Jy(Xx)]2dx = ~ +
*.(*)

X2    '

where ^(X) is used to represent any function of X that remains finite when

*Cf. Byerly, An Elementary Treatise on Fourier's Series, etc., p. 224.

t For the sake of simplicity we use X instead of X«.
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X increases indefinitely.    It is apparent from this definition that a ^(X) is

always a -<Y*X ( X ), but that a yfrx ( X ) may not be a yjr ( X ).

Turn now to the numerator of the fraction in (35). If we use c to denote

any constant lying in the interval 0 < x < 1, and set Xx = y, we obtain for

X>c

(47) £Xf(X)JÁXx)dx=l2£yf^yÁy)dy=±Ap.

Moreover, we have from the asymptotic expansion [see equation (20)]

A   [~ 1_4*2 -Jr ( Xx ") "I
(48)    ^(xa5).^^er>s(X*-a) + -^^8in(X»-a)4-^^J.

From (48) we obtain

xf(x)Jv(Xx)dx = —^ I   Vxf(x) cos (Xx — a)d.
e_ y X Je
A

A

y
A

+ XJ

(49)

- rf-^ain(Xx-a)dx + ± f+WWdxI    Vx       { «)dx+xi\^       xî{^y    dx

A A

AC1- A'  rl f(x)
—=  I   y/xf(x)coa(Xx — a)dx + ^-j \    -^ain (Xx — a)dx
yXJo A Jo    yx

c c

a  r^ - A' r^f(x)
-=  I   \/xf(x)coa(Xx—a)dx—^j I     —f=^ain(Xx—a)dx

l/XJo A* Jo     yx

A  Ç^(Xx)f(x)
+ XiJc       ^(Xx)i    aX

= —= \   Vxf(x)coa(Xx—a)dx+-^\   J-^ain(Xx—a)dx+^^-.
x/X

Combining (47) and (49) we get

/»i a  rl  —
I  xf(x)Jv(Xx)dx=—-= I   Vxf(x)eoa(Xx — a)dx

ie.t\\    J° yXJo
(     ' A'   Clf(x)  .    , , 7        *,(X)

Hence, for the general term of (35) we obtain by combining (44), (46), and

(50)

Jv(Xx)^xf(x)Jv(Xx)dx p

(51)
£x[Jv(Xx)] <.dx        ~Ü + Íl£)ax 2X+     X2
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where

F = \ —-=c,oa(Xx—a)+,^   J \\ —=  I   y/xf(x)coa (Xx — a)dx
Ll/Xa;       v '     (Xas)» JLv'xJo v   '       v '

4- -T      •/-Vsin(Xa;-«)ax4Xi^   •
A Jo    yx K     J

If we subtract from the right hand side of (51) the two terms

2 rl   -
(52) —— cos (Xx — a) j   Vxf(x) cos (Xx — a)dx,

yx Jo

2A' rl f(x)
(53) -=cos(Xa3 — a) I   —-Jain (Xx — a)dx,
y    ' AxVx      y 'Joy/xy '

the quantity we have left may be written in the form

(54)
élitÁhl2X_t"     X2

where ^(a;, X) is used to represent any function of x and X which for all fixed

values ofXis continuous in the interval (43) and which remains finite when X

increases indefinitely and x varies in the interval (43).

We have now broken up the general term of the series (35) into the sum of

the three expressions (52), (53), and (54). It is obvious that (53) and (54),

when each is multiplied by x% and properly defined * for x = 0, are con-

tinuous in the interval (43); we shall show further that each of these expres-

sions when multiplied by x% forms the general term of a series which is uniformly

summable in that interval. Then we shall prove that if we subtract from (52)

a number of expressions which when multiplied by x3 and properly defined for

x = 0 are continuous in the interval (43) and form the general terms of series

that are uniformly summable in that interval, the expression we have left will be

equal to the sum of the first and second terms of (41). Our lemma will thus be

established.

We will begiu with the proof that (54) when multiplied by a;3 forms the gen-

eral term of a series that is uniformly summable in the interval (43). For val-

ues of X so great that

^4X'

where the -*}rx(X) occurring in this inequality is the same as the ^¡rx(X) in the

denominator of (54), the expression (54) when multiplied by x* is less in absolute-

value than

* I. e., defined to have the value it approaches when x approaches zero.
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ÍX[\fAy¡r(Xx)     xy¡r(x,X)\   r1   ,_       v
I2l\{       X2      +        X2       )i  Vxf(x)eoa(Xx-a)dx

(55)

+
|^(Xx)^(X)

Xs +
xyjr(x, X) I

X*

Since Vxf(x) is finite and integrable in the interval 0 = x = 1 it follows from

Lemma 4 and the first inequality in (23) that the series whose general term is

(55) is absolutely and uniformly convergent and therefore uniformly summable

in the interval (43).

We will now show that (53) when multiplied by x? is the general term of a

series that is uniformly summable in the interval (43). If we set M = 2A'/A,

■(53) when multiplied by x* becomes

Mxcoa(Xx — a)rcf(x).    ,
-^-   \    ïL7^sin(Xa; — a)dx

A Jo     yx

(56)
Mxcoa(Xx-a) r1 f(x) .   ,

-\-i--'-]    J-^fain(Xx — a)dx.
A Jc     [/x

The second term in (56) is equal to

Mx cos (Xx — a) r1
I    F(x) sin (Xx — a)dx,

JoX

where we define

E(x)=-^^}    (cSx^l),        2^(x) = 0    (0Sx<c),
yx

and hence it follows from Lemma 4 that it is the general term of a series that

is absolutely and uniformly convergent and therefore uniformly summable in the

interval (43).

We have next to examine the series whose general term is the first term in

(56).    It follows from the corollary of Theorem I that

(57) \ = « + ï + ^

and consequently

x-Jr (X )
{58) cos (Xnx — a) = cos [(mr 4 q)x — a] cos —

xi]r (X )
— sin \_(nir + q)x — a] sin

= cos [(«7T 4 q)x — a] +

In a similar manner we may also obtain from (57)

n

f(x, XJ
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i|r(x, X   )
(59) sin (Xnx — a) = sin \_(mr + q)x — a] + ——-—— .

By the use of (58) and (59) and the first inequality in (23), the first term in (56)

reduces to

/ÄA.     Mxcoa\(nir + q)x— a]  fcf(x)  .    _.
(60)    -LV    ,      *--\    -~ain[(mr +q)x-aldx +

K Jo    Vx

-jr(x,\)

and since the second term in (60) is the general term of a series that is abso-

lutely and uniformly convergent and therefore uniformly summable in the inter-

val (43), we have only to examine the series whose general term is the first term

in (60).

Using the value of Xn given by (57), we see that if we add to the first term in

(60) the term

Í q+ m_-.' JMx cos [(imp + q)x-a]
—rT^.(W    "i V¿sin i{nir + q)x *a] dx'

ntr I ntr + q + —-— I

which is easily seen to be the general term of a series that is absolutely and

uniformly convergent, and therefore uniformly summable in the interval (43),

we obtain the expression

,_..        Mxcos ¡(ntr + q)x — a~\   f" f(x)  .   r.
(61) U   nm   *'-k       '¿^Jain{(n-K + q)x-a]dx.

,v7r Jo   y x

If now we can show that the series which has (61) as its general term is uni-

formly summable in the interval (43), we shall have proved that the series which

has (53) multiplied by x} as its general term is uniformly summable in that

same interval.

By a familiar trigonometric formula, (61) reduces to the form

Mx   f*c f(x')
SlwrJo   Vär*8"1 L(nir + V)(x+x')-2a~\ -sin[(mr + q)(x-x')]}dx';

which, if we set F= M/2tt, may be written in the form

„    rf(x')       r   ,          ,.      a   -, sin nir(x + x) , ,
Fx      ^-r^cos \o(x 4 x ) — 2a]-^^—'-dx

Jo      \/X' n

__   r f(x') ■   r   ,          ,.     fl  -, cos nir(x 4 x) 7 ,
+ Fx      ,¿A-^ sin [q(x + x') — 2a]-^^—' dx

J0    \/x' L1V ' J n

rr    r f(x') , ,  ain nir(x — x ) ,,
— Fx I   •L±-=lcoaq(x — x)-*-'dx

Jo    Vx' ÏV ' n

TT   rf(x') ■       , cosntr(x-x')
— Kx I   —-=r sin q(x — x )-dx.

Jo    Vx ' n
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 27
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We are going to show that each term in (62) is the general term of a series

that is uniformly summable in the interval (43).

If we represent by sn(z) the sum of the first n terms of the series

(63)
sin nz

we have for values of z such that sin (z/2) 4= 0 *

1 (2n + l)z    "3?/l 1   \      (2*4l>     1      (2p + l)z
(R4\ —r^Tcos-~—-T. I-zr   cos--s—-cos        „——
(04; »4-1 2 „ir+A"     v+1) 2 P

2 sin

In an analogous manner we obtain for the series

(65) ± C°SnZ

the relation

1     .   (2n+l>     "^Y1        1   \ ■   (2"+1>     !  •   (2j»+l>81     .   (2n + l)z     "^]/l 1   \  •
- Sin-a
p 2

•   z
2 sin g

In view of (64) we have for the series (63)

K(»)-s„(*)l

(67)  <1

l_    ■^r1/l_1_\    1
+ i + ¿+A" v + i)+p

2  sin : (n + 1) sin;

(p=n + \, n + % •••).

In an analogous manner we obtain for the series (65) by use of the relation (66)

the same inequality (67).

If now we represent by sn(x) the sum of the first n terms of the series whose

general term is the first term in (62), we obtain by means of (67), for all values

of x in the interval 0 < x = 1, the inequality

LA*').
I V*\*P(x)-sn(x)\ = Fx\   \J-^f='coa[q(x + x')-2a]  £

»/0     \     VX >-=n+l

£*  sinw7r(x4x')

n
dx

fCf. page 110 of BOcher's article referred to above.
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\f{x')\ x+j¿_ ,.        Fx<irr_^. 1/(1)1_*±^_u<.
JoX + X VV (n+1).|rin'(» + ^)| » + 1

(p = n + l,n + 2, ••■)

where Fx is a positive constant. For x = 0 the last inequality obviously holds,

since each term of the series we are discussing is equal to zero. Hence it fol-

lows that the series whose general term is the first term in (62) is uniformly

convergent and hence uniformly summable in the interval (43). In a precisely

analogous manner we may establish by use of the relation (67) the fact that the

series whose general term is the second term in (62) is uniformly summable in

the interval (43).

We will consider next the series whose general term is the fourth term in

(62). If we represent by sn(x) the sum of the first n terms of that series we

have, in view of (67),

/   x         /   M-TTF-   r\f(x) .      ,          ,v 'S cosmr(x — x')
\«P(x)-sn(x)\=Fx      \J^axnq(x-x)  £-\-'-

Jo VX v=n+l "■Vx

-, p l/(i:
J        V x

dx

\f(xj\_-[siug(x-x')| _, _F,

(n + 1)
.   7T ( x — x' ) | n+1

sin-_-j

(j»=n+l,»43.   •■)

for all values of x in the interval (43), F2 being a positive constant. Hence the

series whose general term is the fourth term of (62) is uniformly convergent and

therefore uniformly summable in the interval (43).

We have finally to consider the series whose general term is the third term

in (62).    This term may be written in the form

t^               r°f(x')           ,ainmr(x — x) , ,
Ex cos qx  I _ cos ox-5- dx

(68) Vx' U

"°f(x' ) .       , sin ntr (x — x )■r^    ■          Cf\x).       ,a\nnir(x — x)
+ Fx sin qx I sm qx-s-dx .

Jc    yx nV

By means of an integration by parts we may reduce the first term of (68) to the

form

sin n-rrx  f°f( x) , 7 ,
Kx cos qx-  I        ,— cos qx dx

(69) n     X    Vx

where we have set

Fx cos qx Í    F(x') cos n-ir(x — x')dx ,

(70) F(x')=  f -^ßJ cos qx'dx (cSx'SO).
Jc    yx'
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If we represent by sn ( x ) the sum of the first n terms of the series whose gen-

eral term is the first term in (69), we have, by means of (67), for all values of

x in the interval 0 < x = 1,

r° f( x )
Is (x) — sn(x)| = ÄH cosox I cos qx'dx

Jc    yx
<

7TX »4-1
(n + lj-sm-g-

(p = » + l,» + 2, •■•),

where F3 is a riositive constant. For x = 0 the last inequality obviously holds,

since each term of the series that we are discussing is equal to zero. Hence it

follows that the series whose general term is the first term in (69) is uniformly

convergent and therefore uniformly summable in the interval (43).

Let us now consider the series whose general term is the second term in (69).

If we set

(71) un(x) =   I   %(x') cos mr(x — x')dx,

where

X(X') = F(X) (Oá/áe),

(72)
X(x') = 0 (C<>'<2),

the second term of (69) may be written in the form

(73) —ttFx cos qxun( x ).

However, it follows from (71) that u(x) is the general term of the Fourier

development corresponding to the function %(x), and since we know from (72)

and (70) that x(x) ls finite and integrable in the interval 0 = x=2, it follows

from Fejér's work* that for the series whose general term is un(x),

(74) | #„(«)! <2V (»-1,2,3,-;0£1Í2),

where Sn(x) is defined as in formula (34) and N is a positive constant. If

now e is given, positive and arbitrarily small, we have from (74) for the series

whose general term is (73) or the second term in (69),

(75) \Sp(x)- Sn(x)\^\Sp(x)\ + \Sn(x)\ <2-rrFFx\coaqx\^e

(n = l, 2,3, ■■■; p = n + l, » + 2, ••■; 0£i5^j,

where we have set B = 2-rrFN. Moreover it follows from another theorem of

Fejér'sf that the series whose general term is un(x), and hence the series

whose general term is (73) or the second term in (69), is uniformly summable in

the interval

e
x — 1B-x-i,

* Lots. cit., p. 60.

t Loc. cit., p. 60.
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since xix) is continuous in an interval including this interval. Hence we may

choose m so large that we have for the latter series,

(76) \Sp(x)-Sn(x)\<e (p>»i£m;¿5iz<l).

Combining (75) and (76), we see that the series whose general term is the second

term in (69) is uniformly summable in the interval (43).

Since both the terms in (69) are the general terms of series that are uniformly

summable in the interval (43), it follows that the series whose general term is

the first term of (68) is uniformly summable in that interval. In an entirely

analogous manner it may be shown that the series whose general term is the

second term in (68) is uniformly summable in the interval (43), and hence it

follows that the series whose general term is (68), or the third term in (62), is

uniformly summable in that interval.

We have now shown that each term in (62) is the general term of a series

that is uniformly summable in the interval (43). Hence (62), or (61), is the

general term of a series that is uniformly summable in that interval and conse-

quently, as we have pointed out before, (53) when multiplied by xä ¡s the gen-

eral term of a uniformly summable series in the same interval.

It remains now to consider the expression (52). It follows from (58) that if

we subtract from (52) a term of the form

2-Jr(x,X )  rl   ,-
(77) TV   '-*'       \/xf(x)coa(Xnx-a)dx,

nyx      Jo

which when multiplied by x? and properly defined for x = 0 is obviously continu-

ous in the interval (43), and by Lemma 4 is the general term of an absolutely

and uniformly convergent and therefore uniformly summable series in that same

interval, we have left the expression

2 rl   -
(78) —— cos [fmr 4 q)x — a]  I   x/xf(x)coa(Xnx — a)dx.

V x Jo

Moreover we obtain from (58)

X~ir. ( X  ) -dr (x, X  )
cos (X7ix—a) = cos [(w7T 4 q)x — a]-— sin [(n-rr+q)x—a] +--„--—

and hence (78) reduces to

2

Vx
(79)

—±Áp)cos rvW7r+q)x_ai  f xif(x) sin [(W7r+q)x-a]dx+ -  ,     " .
nyx Jo n2 yx

cos [(nir + q)x — a]   J   Yxf(x) cos [(n-rr + q)x — a] dx

The last term in (79) when multiplied by xä and properly defined for x = 0
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is obviously continuous in the interval (43) and is the general term of a series

that is uniformly convergent and therefore uniformly summable in that interval.

The second term in (79) when multiplied by x* and properly defined for x = 0

is obviously continuous in the interval (43) ; that it is also the general term of a

uniformly convergent and therefore uniformly summable series in that interval

may be seen by referring to the proof of Lemma 4. It is apparent from the

latter part of that proof that a series whose general term has the form

1 c1
(80) -  I   eb(x) sin [(n-rr + q)x — a]dx,

n Jo

where ef>(x) is finite and integrable, is absolutely convergent. The second term

of (79) when multiplied by x? consists of a factor of the form (80) multiplied by

a factor that remains finite for all values of X, and all values of x in the interval

(43), and hence this term when multiplied by x^ is the general term of a series

that is absolutely and uniformly convergent and therefore uniformly summable

in the interval (43).

It only remains to consider the first term in (79) which may be broken up

into the following sum of four terms :

2 r1 ,-
(81) —~ cos (qx — a) cos n-rrx I     Vxf(x) cos (qx — a) cos ntrx dx

yx J0

2 f1   -
--^ cos ( qx — a ) cos ntrx I    Vxf( x ) sin ( qx — a) sin ntrx dx

yx Jo

2    . . f1    -
--= sin (qx — a) sin mrx I    Vxf(x) cos (qx — a) cos tt7rxdx

yx Jo

(qx — a)ainn-rrx I    Vxf( x ) sin ( qx—a) ainn-nxdx.
Jo

2
4 --=sin

yx

The first and fourth terms of (81) are identical with the first and second terms

of (41). The second and third terms when multiplied by x3 and properly defined

for x = 0 are obviously continuous in the interval (43) ; if we can show further

that they form the general term of a series that is uniformly summable in that

interval, our lemma will be completely established.

If we use x as the variable of integration, the second and third terms of (81)

when multiplied by x^ may be written in the form

— x |   Vxf(x') sin \_q(x + x) — 2a] sin ntr(x + x) dx

(82)        r -,   , .
— x I    y'xf(x') sin q(x — x) sin twt(x — x')dx'.
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Since, however,

Ji,  . sin z — sin ( n + 1 ) z + sin nz
¿^ sin nz =-~-s-,
r¿ 2 — 2 cos z

SÍ £sinn,z)
n=X \ w=l_/ (»+ 1) sin z — sin (n + l)z

n 2n ( 1 — eos z )

we obtain for the series whose general term is the expression (82)

= -x rVxy(x')sin[g(x+x')-2a]^+1)SÍn7r(a;+a:,)-SÍn^+1)7r(a;-fa;,)c?x'
Jo V   '        Lï ' A      •   2     rc + iS

(83) 4»HD«»^r-
f1   /-T« *  .      /        ,An+l)ainir(x—x) — ain(n+l)tr(x—x) ,,

-x      i/x7(x') Bin q (x-x') V-^^-^->—     \f     '    V-¿ <fo',
t/0 »       •   s      "c        •*'

4ra sin2 7T —g—

where Ä (x) is defined as in formula (34).

We are going to show that as n becomes infinite each of the terms on the

right hand side of (83) approaches a limit uniformly for all values of x in the

interval (43) and consequently that the series whose general term is (82), or the

second and third terms in (81) multiplied by x*, is uniformly summable in that

interval.

Consider first the second term on the right hand side of (83). It may be

written

x   n + 1   rlainq(x—x)   ,—r„,  ,   sin 7r(x — x') , ,
— 7 •-  /    -—-r Vx fix )-r dx

4 7Í I ^_en*. rf — nr*.

Jo      s

(84)

X — X . X — X
Sin TT

x   »+1   Cxsinq(x—x')   Yx'f(x)(x—x') sin (n+l)-n-(x—x)       dx

■f.4      n     I     .      x — x .      x — x      (n + l)Vx — x    y'x—x
sin 7T —»—       sin ir —ñ—

The integrand of the integral in the first term of (84) consists of a function of

x and x that is continuous in both variables multiplied into a function of x that

is finite and integrable in the interval of integration. Hence that integral

defines a function of x that is continuous and therefore finite in the interval

(43), and consequently the first term in (84) approaches a limit uniformly for

all values of x in the interval (43) as n becomes infinite.

The factor
sin(n + l)7r(x-x')

^ (n+ l)Vx — x

which occurs in the integrand of the second term in (84) approaches zero uni-
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formly for all values of x and x' as n becomes infinite.    For, given e positive

and arbitrarily small, we have for values of x and x' such that

\x     x   <.   2,

sin (n 4 1)7t(x — x') |      (m4 1)7t|x —

( n + 1 ) Vx — x (n + 1)V \x — x'|
■V\x — x I <e.

Moreover, we can choose m so large that for all values of x and x such that

we have

x     x   —   2,

sin (n + 1 ) 77- ( x — x')

( n + 1 ) Vx — x
<e (n^m).

We see then that the integral in the second term in (84) is in absolute value

not greater than

(86) fü o

sinq(x — x)   Vx'f(x')(x — x)

x — x
sin 7T sin 7T -

sin (n + lpr(x — x)

i   (ji + 1) Vx — x

dx

Vx — X

< Fe   | —-      (n^m; O^x^l),
o    | Vx — X '

r1     dx
:    I      --_.
Jo    | Vx — X

where K is a positive constant.    But

C'       dx rl~x    da a i'1 da

87) i /-m =        fj=f<2     "7= = 4-Jo    I y x — x |      J-x    V | a | Jo   y a

Combining (87) with (86) we see that the integral in the second term in (84)

approaches zero uniformly for all values of x in the interval (43) as n becomes

infinite, and hence the second term itself approaches zero uniformly in the same

interval.

The first term on the right hand side of (83) may be broken up into the sum

of the following three integrals :

I.
1ain[q(x + x) —2a]     ■-- sin7r(x + x')

—i-ii-f—,-+Vxf(x)~    —*-:-+dx,
x 4 x x + x

<„^ x     /"sin \q(x + x) — 2a]    ,—j^   , s sin 7r(x 4 x') , ,
(88)     — -;-    /    -UA_I—L_-±Vx'f(x)-v ,'dx,
v     ' 4ra   I x4x Jv    ' x+x

x   r1!

x    rlain[q(x +x') — 2a]    .-7          sin (n+ l)ir(x + x) 1 ,
+ -j   \     -±^-'—,- Vx f( x )-—i—;- dx,f. sin 7T -

x 4 x
n sin -JT

x + x
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provided that we can show that each of these integrals converges for all values

of x in the interval (43).    For this purpose we must consider the values of q.

By comparing equations (20), (44), and (22) we see that (1) may be written

A\8(vl + h)-l(4v2 + 8v + Z)]       , ., .   , .      tWX)     a
—m-S—^    '        v--—^-eoa(X — a) — Alain(X — a) + +-y¿ = 0.

öX X

Consequently, except in the case 1=0, the large roots of this equation coincide

more and more nearly with the values

a + kir,

where k takes on large positive integral values.    In the exceptional case I = 0

they coincide more and more nearly with

2 4 a + kir.

Since, by (31), we see that Xn coincides more and more nearly with q + n-rr, it

follows that according as the I of equation (1) is or is not zero,

77 7 7

q = ai+a + kxir or q = a + k2-rr,

where kx and k2 ave positive or negative integers or zero.    Consequently the

expression

sin [g(x + x')~ 2a]

^     ' .x + x'
aimr—s—

approaches a finite limit as x + x approaches the limit 2, and hence the inte-

grals in (88) converge for all values of n and all values of x in the interval (43).

It now remains to be shown that the expression (88) approaches a limit

uniformly for all values of x in the interval (43), as n becomes infinite. The

first term of that expression is independent of n and hence need not be consid-

ered further. The integral in the second term has for its integrand the product

of a function of x and x that is continuous in both variables and a function

of x that is finite and integrable. It therefore defines a continuous function of

x, and consequently the second term approaches zero uniformly for all values of

x in the interval (43), as n becomes infinite.

The same is true of the third term of (88).    For, since the expression

sin ( w 4 l)7r(x + x')

n sin '
(x + x\

nnv{-2-)

remains finite for all positive integral values of n and all values of x and x, it
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follows that if e is given positive and arbitrarily small, we can choose v so small

that

" ain[q(x + x') — 2a]     - sin (n + 1 )tr(x + x)     ,
-f—,-A Vxf(x ) —^-'—±—-,-'-dx

x + x J v   ' .      x + x(90)  If r
J l-i sin -JT —s— n sin -k

£

2

(n=l, 2, 3, •   •; O^iSl).

e

<2

We can then choose S so small that

|x    r^ain[q(x + x')-2a]i/-,f{x,)ain(n + l)tr(x+x')dx,

t   i .x -j- x .x 4 *^
/ „ sin 7T —s— n sin 7r     s—c/ o ^ 5¿

(n = l, 2, 3, •••; 0^z<<5).

Finally, 77 and S being fixed, we can choose m so large that

I x   prin[g(g + ^)-2a]i/g rin(n+lMg + ^)<fe,

Jo Sln ■"" —g- sm """ —<ff-

(»gm; d^a;<l).

Combining (92), (91), and (90) we see that the third term of (88) approaches

zero uniformly for all values of x in the interval (43) as n becomes infinite.

We have now shown that as n becomes infinite each of the terms on the right

hand side of (83) approaches a limit uniformly for all values of x in the interval

(43) and therefore it follows that the series whose general term is (82), or the

second and third terms of (81) multiplied by xä, is uniformly summable in the.

interval (43).    Hence, as we have pointed out above, our lemma is proved.

We are now prepared to prove the following theorem :

Theorem II. If in the interval 0 = x = 1 the function f(x) is finite and

integrable, then the series (35) will be summable at every point of the interval

0 < x < 1 at which f(x) is continuous or has a finite jump ; and will be

uniformly summable in every closed interval lying in that interval which does

not include a point of discontinuity off(x).

Sincey(x) is finite and integrable,

Vxf(x) cos (qx — a)        and Vxf(x) sin (qx — a)

axe finite and integrable, and hence it follows from a theorem due to Fejér*

that the two series whose general terms are the first and second terms of (41),

respectively, are summable at every point of the interval 0 < x < 1 at which the

function f(x) is continuous or has a finite jump, these series being essentially

equivalent to the cosine development and sine development, respectively, of

Vxf (x)cos (qx — a) and Vxf(x) sin (qx — a).    We know from Lemma 5

*Loo. cit., p. 53.
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that the series which has for its general term the third term of (41) is uniformly

summable throughout the interval (42), and hence, since the c of that interval is

arbitrary, is summable at every point of the interval 0 < x < 1. Consequently

the series (35), whose general term is the sum of the three terms occurring in

(41), is summable at every point of the interval 0 <x < 1 at which f(x) is

continuous or has a finite jump.

W e know further from Fejér's work * that the series having for their general

terms the first two terms in (41) are uniformly summable in every closed inter-

val which lies in the interval 0 < x < 1 and does not include a point of discon-

tinuity of f( x ), and it follows from Lemma 5 that the series having for its

general term the third term in (41) is uniformly summable in any such interval.

The series (35) is therefore uniformly summable in any such interval and our

theorem is completely established.

Corollary.   If we define Sn(x) as in formula (34), we have for the series (35)

\SK(x)\<M (» = l,2,3,--'|0<cíiíl)

where M is a positive constant.

For each of the two series whose general terms are the first and second terms

of (41) we have from Fejér's work f

(93) \Sn(x)\<Mx       («=l18l3,...i0<eáííl)1

where Mx is a positive constant; for the series whose general term is the third

term of (41) we have from Lemma 5

(94) \Sn(x)\<M2     (»=1,3,3,. •}0<e<9iSl)J

where M2 is a positive constant. If we combine (93) and (94) the proof of our

corollary follows at once.

Before proceeding to the proof of the next theorem, we wish to make the fol-

lowing convention.    Let
00

(95) cb(x) = coa2 (qx - a)f(x) + sin2 (qx — a)f(x) + £«„(»),
71=1

where vn has the same meaning as in (41), and the series is to be evaluated as a

summable series. The function cb(x) we will designate as the function associ-

ated with the series (35). It will be seen that cb(x) is thus defined at all

points where f(x) is defined, whereas the series (35) is not necessarily sum-

mable at points where f(x) is discontinuous. At points where f(x) is contin-

uous, however, it is readily seen by a reference to Lemma 5 that the series (35)

is summable to precisely the value cb(x).

*Loc. cit., p. 60.

fLoc. cit., p. 60.
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Theorem III. If we multiply the series (35) by any function %(x) that is

finite and integrable in the interval 0 = x = 1, and integrate the resulting ser-

ies term by term from 8 * to 1, we shall obtain a series which is summable to

the value

(96) ftb(x)x(x)dx
Js

where cb(x) is the function associated with the series (35).

Since the series whose general terms are the first and second terms of (41)

differ from Fourier developments of finite and integrable functions only by fac-

tors which are continuous functions of x in the interval S = x = 1, we know from

a theorem due to de la Vallée Poussin f that we can multiply each of them

by any finite and integrable function %(x) and integrate the resulting series

term by term from S to 1, and that the series thus obtained will converge to

the value of the integral of the product of x(x) an(^ ^ne function of which the

series is a development multiplied by the function which appears as a factor of

the series.

Since, from Lemma 5, the series whose general term is the third term of (41)

is uniformly summable in the interval (42), we can multiply it by any finite and

integrable function x(x) and integrate it term by term from S to 1, and the

resulting series will be summable to the value of the integral of the product of

X(x) and the function to which the series is summable. Thus our theorem is

proved.

§ 3.  Value of the development.

The series (35) is usually given as the formal development of an arbitrary

function in terms of Bessel functions, but there are cases in which this series,

even if it is convergent or summable, will not have the desired value, an extra

term being necessary in order that the development may represent the function

developed.;}; However, in these cases the extra term appears naturally as part

of the formal development if we keep in mind the method by which the formal

development is commonly deduced.

In the problems of Mathematical Physics in which we wish to develop an

arbitrary function in terms of certain normal functions, the latter functions

appear as solutions of some ordinary differential equation. In the case in which

the normal functions are Bessel functions the differential equation is usually

d2u     1 du      (   .      *2\

^)_ ^+xäx + (X2-x2h = 0

* The quantity S is any positive quantity less than 1.

fCf. Annales de la Société Scientifique de Bruxelles, vol. 17 (1892-3). Cf.

also BÔohkr's article referred to above, p. 118, footnote.

%Cl. DlNl : Serie di Fourier, and Bridgman, Philosophical Magazine, vol. 16 (1908),

p. 947.
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where * is a constant = 0 and X is a real constant (which may obviously be

taken = 0) to be determined in such a way that (97) has a solution, not iden-

tically zero, which remains finite when x = 0, and at the point x = 1 satisfies

the condition

(98) \_lu'(x) + hu(x)]x=x = 0

where I and h are given constants not both zero.

If in (97) X 4= 0, the most general solution which remains finite at x = 0 is

(99) u= CJv(Xx),

and in order that this should satisfy (98) it is necessary and sufficient that

(100) IXJ'JX) + hJv(X) = 0.

This is the equation for determining the values of X greater than zero which we

have to use. When, however, X = 0, formula (99) no longer gives the general

solution of (97) which remains finite when x = 0, this solution then being

(101) • u=Cx".

The latter solution satisfies (98) when and only when

(102) lv + h=0.

It is, therefore, only in this case that the value X = 0 needs to be considered

at all.    In all other cases we develop our function in the form

/(»)- Í¿M\")t
n=l

where X,, X2, • • • are the successive positive roots of (100), and the coefficients

A are to be determined by the ordinary formulas.

In the exceptional case (102) the X's greater than zero are still determined

by (100), which now reduces to

(103) - Ur+1(X) = 0 .*

But we also have to use the value X = 0, and thus we are led to the develop-

ment

(104) f(x) = Axx*+±AnJv(Xnx),
n=i

where X2, X3, • • • are the positive roots of (103). Here not only are VxJv(X{x)

and i/xJ„(X.x) orthogonal to each other, i. e.,

I   xJv(Xix)Jv(X.x)dx= 0,

*Cf. for instance Byerly, loc. cit., p. 223, formula (6).
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but x"+i is also orthogonal to each of the functions VxJv(Xnx), i. e.,

i

x"+'Jv(Xnx)dx= 0.IJo

Accordingly here also the coefficients can be determined in the ordinary way.

For instance, to get Ax we multiply (104) through by x"+1 and integrate term

by term from 0 to 1, thus obtaining*

£x^f(x)dx= Ax£x2^dx = gAg,

u41 = (2*+2)jT1x*+y(x)<

so that

)dx

If then, in developing our arbitrary function, we use all of the normal func-

tions that satisfy (97) and (98) we shall naturally have an extra term in the

case in which (102) is satisfied. Hence, what appears to be an exceptional case

is really not exceptional at all, save in regard to the notation ordinarily used

for expressing the solutions of (97) in terms of Bessel functions. Moreover, it

is possible to adopt a notation which avoids the awkwardness of making a special

case of the solution (101).    For, if we set

(ios, *.<*..>-(ï)'£,^rï$Siru
so that

(105a) Jv(Xx) = X"Fv(X,x),

then

u= CFv(X,x)

will be the most general solution of (97) which remains finite when x = 0, not

only when X > 0 but also when X = 0, since in this last case it reduces to the

form (101).

We now consider the series

fxf(x)Fy(Xn,x)dx      „
(106) £2^(Xn,x)^- -1^,(\.4

j^x[Fv(Xn,x)]2dx      "=1

where X,, X2, X3, • ■ • are the roots, positive or zero, of the equation

(107) [*¿^(v)+^(vo]M-°t

* It is understood of course that we are using here merely the formal device ordinarily employed

for finding the coefiScients of the development without entering into the question of whether or

not we have a right to integrate the series term by term.

-f The positive roots of this equation are obviously identical with the positive roots of equation.

(1), and henoe all that we have proved for the latter roots holds for the former ones.
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arranged in increasing order of magnitude. The equation (107) will have a

zero root when and only when (102) is fulfilled, and thus the series (106) will

give the formal development of the arbitrary function f(x) for all cases. This

series will be identical with (35) except when (102) is fulfilled, and in that case

will differ from it only in having an extra term. Since, however, this term will

be finite and continuous it will not affect the summability or uniform summa-

bility of (35) and all that we have proved in the previous section with regard

to that series will hold in all essential respects with regard to the series (106).

Thus if we write the general term of (106) in the form

2 r1   -
—p=.cos (qx — a) cos nirx I   Vxf(x) cos (ox — a) cos W7rxdx

<108>      2 . .     rv-|——sin (qx— a) sin nirx I   Vxf(x)ain(qx—a)ainn-7rxdx+w(x),
V X Jo

the series
CO

E *»„(*)
71=1

will be uniformly summable in the interval (42), and if we define the function

(109)     cb(x) = cos2 (ox — a)f(x) + sin2 (qx — a)f(x) + ^2wn(x)
n=l

to be the function associated with the series (106), Theorem III holds without

further change if we replace the series (35) by the series (106) in the statement

of that theorem. Moreover tb(x) will have the value to which the series (106)

is summable at every point at which f(x) is continuous.

We now wish to show that the series (106) is summable to the value

(no) H/(* + o)+/(x-o)]

at every point of the interval 0 < x < 1 at which f(x) is continuous or at which

it has a finite jump, provided the latter points lie within an interval at every

other point of which f(x) is continuous. We will begin by proving some

lemmas.

Lemma 6.    Iff(x) is finite and integrable and eb(x) is the function asso-

ciated with the series (106), we have

(111) \   xcb(x)Fv(Xu,x)dx= f xf(x)Fv(Xk,x)dx   (* = l, 2, 3, • ••),
Jo Jo

where X,, X2, X3, • • • are the roots, positive or zero, of equation (107), arranged

in increasing order of magnitude, and Fy(X, x) is defined by equation (105).
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We have, from the modification of Theorem III just referred to, the follow-

ing equality*

(112)

I   xeb(x)Fv(Xk, x)dx
Js

--Ax ( xFv(Xx,x)Fv(Xk,x)dx+A2 \   xFv(X2, x)Fv(Xk, x)dx+- ■ -.
Js Js

Moreover Fv(Xn, x) and ^(X^, x) satisfy differential equations of the form

(97). From these we readily deduce, if we use accents to denote differentiation

with regard to x,

{X^-X^x^X^x^X^x)

= x [Fy(Xn, x)F'J(Xk, x) - Fv(Xk, x)F'y'(Xn, x)]

+ [Fy(Xn, x)F'v(Xk, x) - Fv(Xk, x)F'v(\n, x)]

= íx ™x»' "O^i*»' x)~ F^x^ x)F'ÁKt x)]

= ¿x[XlF(Xk,x)Fv+x(Xn,x)-XlFy(Xn,x)Fv+x(Xk,x)],i

and consequently when Xm +- Xk

)   xFv(Xn,x)Fv(Xk,x)dx
Js

(113)

X2-X2
[x{X2FfXk, x)Fv+x(Xn, x)-X\Fv(Xn, x)Fy+x(Xk, x)}]\

It follows without difficulty from equations (105a) and (44) that at the upper

limit the quantity in square brackets on the right hand side of (113) may be

written

+x(K)

At the lower limit it may be written

X"+*   '
if 8 lies in the interval

0<S<¿,

*It is understood of course that the series on the right hand side of (112) is to be evaluated

as a summable series, as we have yet no reason to suppose that it is convergent,

t This last reduction follows from the formula

F'A*,*) = -WK+i('X> x)+V-Fv{*,x).

€f. Byerly, loc. cit., p. 223, formula (6).
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where c is any positive constant < 1, since we have from (105a)

i-A..)-4^-*^

If 8 > c/\ it may be written

*.(\)
X-»   '

since for such values of 8 we have from (105a) and the asymptotic values of

Jr(x) and <2„+1(x)

jffx    «      ±M   ,  ±xSKl       i   \~+Á\) .     *t(\)   ]      fr(\)
A •' ;    V\8K+(xn8y-x:-v-èl x:n +(xj)x?i]-v8x»y

*V«(\.*)-
• ÍXH

Finally if S = 0 the expression in square brackets on the right hand side of

(113) vanishes at the lower limit.    Hence we have

(114)       I  CxFv(Xn,x)Fv(Xk,x)dx
Js

M
X'-i ■ I X2 - X2

?t In k

(n + Jc, 0^<5<1),

where M is a positive constant.    Furthermore it follows from (46), (50), and

(105a) that

(115)        A« = -frJ0   Vxf(x)coa(Xnx-a)dx + x:-i+x(Xn).

Consequently, in view of (114) and (115), we have for the general term of the

series on the right hand side of (112)

\A      xFv(Xn,x)Fv(Xk,x)dx
I      Js

2MX        I   r1     - / ^ 7 M\yrrAX )
<A\X2 -X21    I    VxAx)coa(Xnx — a)dx

n Je \ \ *sa

+
X2 - X2

n Je I

(¿SO).

The second term on the right hand side of the above inequality is, in view of

the first inequality in (23), the general term of a convergent series, and it follows

from Lemma 4 that the same is true for the first term. Hence the series on

the right hand side of (112) converges uniformly for all values of 8 in the

interval 0 = 8 < 1, and moreover it converges to the value of the integral on

the left hand side for all values of 8 > 0, since it is summable to that value.

Since the convergence is uniform, we may let the 8 of equation (112) approach

zero. But in view of the fact that for the different values of Xk that enter, the

functions VxFv(Xk, x) are orthogonal to each other, all the terms but one on

the right hand side of (112) drop out, and our lemma is established.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 88
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Lemma 7. The function cb(x) associated with the series (106) does not

become infinite to an order higher than x_i as we approach the point x = 0.

By definition the function cb(x) is equal to the sum of two functions that are

finite and integrable in the interval (43), plus the series

(116) I»)-
n=l

By Lemma 5 the series (116) is equal to the product of x~l into the series

CO

2X(*)-
71=1

But by the same lemma this latter series is uniformly summable and its terms

are continuous in the interval (43). Hence it defines a continuous function in

this interval, and consequently the series (116) defines a function that does not

become infinite to an order higher than x~* when we approach the point x = 0.

Our lemma is therefore proved.

Theorem IV. If we have a function %(x) which in the interval 0 = x = 1

is finite everywhere save in the neighborhood of the point x = 0, and if the

integral

I   xx(x)dx

converges absolutely, and if furthermore

(117) f xFv(Xn,x)x(x)dx = 0 (» = 1,2,3,--)

where X,, X2, X3, • • •, are the roots, positive or zero, of equation (107) arranged

in increasing order of magnitude, then x(x) ** zero a^ every point at which it

is continuous.

We know from some theorems due to Dini * that we can develop each of the

functions

(118) xsin&7rx (fc = l, 2,3, •••)

in a series of the form

(119) alJF„(X„x)4«22^(X2,x) + a32^(X3,x)4 •••.

and that the series will converge to the value of the function developed at every

point of the interval 0 < x <C 1. We are going to show further that for the

functions we are considering the developments will converge uniformly through-

out the interval 0 = x = 1.

* Serie di Fourier, vol. 1, pp. 246-269. Dini treats a very general class of functions of which

the functions (118) are a special case.

t There is an error in DlNI's formulae for the special case in which \ =— 0; he omits the factor

Fy{\, x) from the first term of the series.
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We will consider first the coefficient of the general term of the series (119)

and for simplicity write X for Xn.    We have then

x2 sin hnxFv ( X, x ) dx

(120) a. = ^-

I  x[Fy(X, x)]2dx

It follows from equation (46) and equation (105a) that

£x[Fv(X,x)]2dx = ^x+tß±.

We may therefore choose X so large that

4x2-+1 I r' I
(121) |an|<—J2~     I  x2 sin ktrxFv (X, x) dx \.

■A-      I Jo
But we have

i

(122) f x2ainkvxFy(X,x)dx = |    4  f
Jo Jo J\

Ä
and if we set Xx = y

I   x2 sin ktrxFv ( X, x ) dx = — I    x2 sin k-rrx Jv ( Xx ) dx
(123) J° Jo

i   fl » • iwy T, s *

"x^I y2^^^(y)^-

Moreover we have from equations (49) and (105a)

I  x2 sin k-rrxF,, ( X, x ) dx

a rl A' rl -^r(x)
=;T¿+i I  xHinkirxcoa(Xx—a)dx+r—^, j  xisin¿7rxsin(Xx—ot)a'x4 ^W

(124) * a

^4 r1 ^i' r1
=:r7+ï I  xäsin&7rxcos(Xx— a)à-f^—, I  x*sin&7rxsin(Xx—a)áx

i i
■^   f* -^' TA ■ |,(x)

— —+i I   x* sin k-trx cos (Xx—a)dx— —¡^ I   x* sin &7rx sin (Xx—a^x 4 "YhT •

But we have from equation (57) for X = Xn*

/ Xi|r (X )\
cos ( Xx — a ) = cos I mrx + qx — a +-— J

*In the special case in whioh \ =0 we must take à = /ln+1 for (125) to hold true.    How-

ever, since we are dealing here only with a question of convergence, this is unessential.
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xyfrJX )      .                                .   xi/r.(X )
=cos(iwrx4ax—a)cos-\_jh_ sm(n-rrx + qx—a) sin-ii-=

(125) r  ^ (x )    ~i
=cos (n-rrx+qx—a) + [coa(mrx+qx—a)] ■   cos-—-—- — 1

•   /                          %   ■   x-ilr (X)
— sin ( «,7tx + qx — a ) sin- .

Moreover

I  x? sin farx cos (ntrx+qx—a) dx = I  x3 sin &7rx cos (ax—a) cos mrx dx
(126)   Jo Jo

and from an integration by parts

I   x3 sin &7TX sin ( wn-x 4 ox — a ) sin riV  n>dx

1 3-7 , x   •   »^,(X )Y
=-    — x* sin #7rx cos ( »i7rx 4 ox — a ) siu-     "

n?r 4 q L w     Jo

(127) 4-07—     —\ I  x* sin ¿7TX cos ( n-trx + qx — a) sin "   ax
v       ' 2(n-7T+q)J0 K ' * J n

f1 . , .   .   »«iWX ) ,
- I   x! cos k-TTX cos ( ri7rx + ox — a ) sin        v   "   dx
fJo ' n

k-TT
4

ntr + q.

-I-—^—-—;  I  x* sin k-rrx cos (n7rx 4 ax — a) cos aJx.
n(n-ir + q)J0 s ^ ' n

Consequently, since

sinx^x(Xn) = ^(x, X.) co3^(\) _ 1 = ^(», X.)
w m       ' n n2       '

it follows from (125), (126), and (127) that

(128) |x?sinÄ;7rxcos(Xx-a)dx = ^VL .

In a similar fashion it may be shown that

r1   .       . ^i(w)
(129) I  x*sin foro sin (Xx — a)dx = ———-,

Jo n

and consequently, since from Theorem I

(130) \>Cn,

*Cf. Picard, Traité d'Analyse, 2d ed., vol. 1, p. 256.
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we have from (124), (128)  and (129)

(131) f x2sinforx2^(X,x)avx=^^.

X

Combining (122), (123), (130), and (131) we obtain

x2 sin k-rrxFr(X, x)dx = ^Vr-

Since we know that the interval between two successive positive roots of

equation (107) approaches it as a limit, it follows without difficulty that a posi-

tive constant J!2can be determined such that

(133) Xn<Mn.

Combining (121), (132), and (133) we get

(134) \an\<K
1     n

where Fx is a positive constant. But since the Bessel function of any order has

a maximum absolute value for all real positive values of the argument, we have

from (105a)

(135) W\.«0|<í?.
n

where F2 is a positive constant.    Combining (134) and (135) we have

WnFÁK,X)\<-V

F being a positive constant. Hence the series that we are discussing converge

absolutely and uniformly in the interval 0 = x = 1.

Since the developments of the functions (118) in series of the form (119) con-

verge uniformly in the interval 0 = x = 1, we have a right to multiply them by

xx(x) and integrate them term by term from 0 to 1. Performing this opera-

tion we obtain in view of (117)

Íx2 sin k-rrx x ( X ) dx = 0 (fc=l,2, 3, •■■).

Consequently, since any finite and integrable function whose Fourier's constants

all vanish is zero at every point at which it is continuous,* it follows that

x2x(x) and hence %(x) is zero at every point of the interval 0 = x = 1 at

which it is continuous.

*Cf. Hürwitz, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 57 (1903), p. 440.
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Theorem V. If f(x) satisfies the conditions of Theorem II and if

X,, X2, X3, ••• are the roots, positive or zero, of equation (107) arranged in

order of increasing magnitude, then the series (106) will be summable to the

value (110) at every point of the interval 0 < x < 1 at which f(x) is continu-

ous or at which it has a finite jump, provided the latter points lie in an inter-

val at every other point of which f(x) is continuous ; and will be uniformly

summable to the value f(x) in every closed interval lying in the interval

0 <x<l which does not include a point of discontinuity off(x).

We have from equation (111)

(136) f x[cb(x)-f(x)]Fy(Xk,x)dx = 0        (* = i,2,3, •■•)

where eb(x) is a function that has the value of the series (106) at every point at

which f(x) is continuous (see page 421).

By hypothesis f(x) is finite and integrable in the interval 0 = x = 1. We

know from the definition of eb(x) that cb(x) is finite and iutegrable in the interval

0 < 8 = x = 1 where 8 may be taken as small as we please. Moreover, it fol-

lows from Lemma 7 that ef>(x) cannot become infinite at the point x = 0 to an

order higher than x~*. Hence eb(x) is finite in the interval 0 = x = 1 except

in the neighborhood of the point x= 0, and x<b(x) is absolutely integrable

from 0 to 1.

Consequently, in view of Theorem IV, it follows from equations (136) that

(137) X(x) = <p(x)-/(x) = 0

at every point of the interval 0 = x = 1 at which it is continuous. Now we

know from the definition of eb(x) that cb(x) is continuous at every point of the

interval 0 < x < 1 at which f(x) is continuous. Hence it follows from equa-

tion (137) that at every point of the interval 0 < x < 1 at which f(x) is con-

tinuous the series (106) is summable to the value (110).*

We consider next the points at whichy(x) has a finite jump and which lie in

an interval at every other point of which f(x) is continuous. We know that at

every interior point of that interval, except the point at which f(x) has a finite

jump, the series (106) is summable to f(x). Moreover, that series is the sum

of a series that is uniformly summable and continuous in the neighborhood of

*Since/(:t) =$(x) at every point at which/(z ) is continuous and since from (109)

to

0(z) =/(*) +£>»(*)
»=i

it follows that
00

(a) £w»(z)

n=l

is zero at every point at which f(x) is continuous. However, since the series (a) definesa

function that is continuous throughout the interval 0<iSl, it follows that it defines a func-

tion that is identically zero in that interval, so that <p (x ) =/(x ).
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that point plus two series that are essentially Fourier developments of functions

having a finite jump at that point. Hence the finite jump in the function

defined by the sum of the two Fourier developments has the same magnitude

as the finite jump in f(x). However, it follows from Fejér's work that the

Fourier developments are summable at a point at which the function they define

has a finite jump, to a value half way between the limiting values of the func-

tion. Consequently the series (106) is summable to the value (110) at the

points which we are discussing.

That the series is uniformly summable to the value f(x) in every closed

interval lying in the interval 0 < x < 1 which does not include a point of dis-

continuity off(x), is an immediate consequence of Theorem II and the fact that

the series is summable to the valuey(x) at every point of such an interval.

§4.   Convergence factors and applications.

Theorem VI.    If the series

(138) ux(x) + u2(x) + u3(x)+ ■■■

is uniformly summable in the interval a = x = b and has the value f(x), then

the series

(139) ux(x)e-Ma + u2(x)e-K*°- +u3(x)e~^a + ••-,

where X,, X2, X3, ■ • • are the successive positive roots of (1), will be absolutely

convergent in the region

(a     >     0\

(14°) [*Mh)

and its value u(a, x) will approach f(x) uniformly for all values of x in the

interval a = x = b, as a approaches + 0.

We will first show that the convergence factors

(141) e-Aia, e-^a, e-^a, •■•

satisfy the conditions of a general theorem due to Bromwich.* It will then

follow that the series (139) is absolutely convergent in the region (140) and that

its value approaches /( x ) for all values of x in the interval a = x = b as a ap-

proaches 4 0. That this approach is uniform can easily be seen by a slight

modification of the reasoning in Bromwich's theorem.

Bromwich's conditions are

n=v

(a) I>|AX|<2T

(ß) lim nvn = 0
71=«

(7) lim ®. — 1,
_ a=;+0

*Cf. Mathematische Annalen, vol. 65 (1908), p. 351.
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where u and * are any two integers, vx, v2,v3, • ■ •, are the convergence factors,

A2vn represents their second differences, and 2T is a positive constant. That the

functions (141) satisfy (ß) and (7) is at once obvious. It only remains to

examine (a).

In order to establish this latter condition we will prove that the second dif-

ferences of the functions (141) satisfy the inequalities*

(142) |A2e-A»a| <Fa2 + —^ (0<»a<c; n = l, 2, 3, • • ■ ),

(143) |A2e-^¡<^- (a>0;n = l,2, 3, ■■■).
v      ' ' '     n3a

It will then follow without difficulty that (a) holds.-j-

Let

(144) X ,. — X = 7 ,        X ,, — X ,. = 7 ,,.V / n+l n 'n' n+2 n+l In+l

Then by Theorem I

F F F
k-"ï<^.    i^-7ri<(írfTy2<^2'

and hence

2F
(145) |Tn+1-7j = !(7„+1-T)-(7„-7r)| = |7„+1-^| + |7re-^|<^2--

But we have

(146) e"*«" — 2e-(A"+v»>"' 4 e-(^+^<¿» = eHfc.+«r*fc^a2 (0<0,<2),

and since, in view of (144), <yn has an upper limit, we obtain

(147) e-A»a - 2e-(A»+->'»>» 4 e-(A»+2*> < Fa2,

where F is a positive constant.

We have furthermore from the Law of the Mean

(148) e-A»+2a — e-<A"+2v»)a = — e-[A»+2T"1+92(T-+1-ï")a] ( 7n+1 — 7„ ) a ( I <?, I< 1 ),

from which we obtain with the aid of (145)

.  , ,      2Fa     Ma
(149) I e-w - e-(A»+^ I < —^ = —,

where M is a positive constant.

*It may be noted that the inequalities (142) and (143) are analogous to conditions (d) and

(e) in a theorem on convergence factors proved by the writer (these Transactions, vol. 8

(1907), p. 300), which is a special case of Bromwich's theorem. The necessity for distinguishing

between the differences where na 5= e and na > c often arises in the consideration of convergence

factors that occur in practice.

t The proof of this fact in the present case is analogous to the proof in the case where condi-

tions (d) and (e) of the theorem mentioned in the previous footnote hold. This latter proof is

given on pp. 353 and 354 of Bromwich's article referred to above.
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Finally from (147) and (149) we have

I g—An«_2e~At,t1<1 -4- e~An+ía | = | e~~An<1_2e~íA»+vn)a _i_ g—(**+2iOa i

j. I e-A»+2« _ e-(A„+2y„te I   - JVa2 4 —r-,
1 ' n2

and hence the inequality (142) is satisfied.

We obtain from (146), (148), and (145)

I g—K<* _ 2e—*"+•" -I- e_A"+2a | Si g—(^n+^iyJ« fy2 a2 _L ! g—[*»+2Y»+*2(l'n+l—y»)]a ( ry _ iy   \ ß I

272(x2 _22^_      2tj       2F

<(\+ ^7„)3«3 + n2 [X„ + 27„ 4 e,(7,+l - 7„)]2*2 < K~* + n^Xjcz

2yl     2F
C3      C2       L

<-T" + -T-<-r-     (» = 1,2,3, •••; ct>0),
?r et     tr a     n6a

where L is a positive constant, and therefore the inequality (143) holds.

Consequently, as we have pointed out above, our theorem is proved.

An analogous theorem about slightly different convergence factors is the

following :

Theorem VII. If the series (138) is uniformly summable in the interval

a = x = b and has the value f(x), then the series

(150) ux(x)r*& + u2(x)e~W + u3(x)er*X 4 ■ • •,

where X,, X2, X3, • • • are the successive positive roots of (1), will be absolutely

convergent in the region (140) and its value u(a, x) will approach f(x) uni-

formly for all values of x in the interval a = x = b, as a approaches + 0.

This theorem also can be proved by showing that the convergence factors

(151) e-K", e~k>\ e-*t«*, •••

satisfy the conditions of Bromwich's theorem. The proof is quite analogous to

the previous proof, save that instead of the inequalities (142) and (143) we

establish the slightly different inequalities

(152) |A2e-A^[<iVa2 ( 0<«a=ic ; n = l, 2, 3, • ■ • ),

(153) lA2«!-**«'^-^ (a>0;n=l,2, 3, •••).

The results just obtained have a direct application to many problems in mathe-

matical physics.

Problem I. The problem of determining the flow of heat in an infinite, cir-

cular cylinder, when the initial and boundary conditions depend only on  the
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perpendicular distance from the axis of the cylinder, reduces to the determina-

tion of a continuous function* of r and z, v(r, z) such that

dv fd2v      1 dv\

(154> dz=a\W+rWr)
in the region

^ (.£<i).

and
dv

(156) l-^-+hv=0 (z>0,r = l),

(157) v=f(r) (3 = 0),

where a, I, and h are constants and f(r) is a function of r that gives the initial

distribution of the temperature.f

It can be shown easily that the function

(158) Ae-"^Fa(X, r)

where A is a constant and X is a root of the equation

(159) IXJ'0(X) + hJ0(X) = 0

satisfies conditions (154) and (156).    It remains to construct from functions of

the form (158) a continuous function which will also satisfy (154) and (156)

and in addition will approach continuously the boundary va\\ief(r), wherey(r)

is continuous, and which will remain finite where that is not the case.

Consider the series

(160) Axe-"^F0(XX, r) + A2e-"^F0(X2, r) + ■■ .

where the X's are the roots, positive or zero, of equation (107) for *=0

arranged in order of increasing magnitude and the ^4's are the coefficients of

the series of the form (106) corresponding to the given function f( r ). If

the function f(r) is finite and integrable in the interval 0 = r = 1, we obtain

from (46), (50), and (105a)

\AFa(\,,r)\<FV\ (OSfSl),

where 2T is a positive constant. Hence for the general term of (160) we have

in view of the first inequality in (23)

*By a continuous function we mean that v(r, z) is to be continuous in the two variables r

and s throughout the region

(    Z>°    )

and is to approach the boundary value/(r ) continuously wherever/(r) is continuous.

fCf. Carslaw, Introduction to the Theory of Fourier's Series and Integrals, etc.. Chapter XV.
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\Ae-^FQ(X,r)\<~^ = ~<-^-Y-^-^-*     („<=<,)I    „ ov   „>    /I-»   aX2z       aXlz^aC^niz     aC*zBn*        VOSr^W

and therefore the series (160) is uniformly convergent in the region

Since, moreover, the terms of (160) are continuous functions of r and z for all

values of r and z, it follows that the series defines a continuous function of r and

z throughout the region (161), and therefore, since z0 is any constant greater

than zero, throughout the region

/0 SirSilX

<162> ( .>o )

In similar fashion it may be shown that the function defined by (160) satis-

fies conditions (154) and (156). It only remains to consider the behavior of

the function as we approach the line 2=0 from the positive side.

We know from Theorem V that if f(r) is a function that is finite and integ-

rable in the interval 0 Si r = 1, then the series

(163) AxF,(\,r) + A2F,(X2,r) + ...,

where the ^4's and X's are those of the series (160), will be uniformly summable

to the value of f(r) throughout every interval that lies within a larger interval

in which f(r) is continuous. It follows then from Theorem VIIf that, as z

approaches zero through positive values, the function defined by (160) will

approach the value f(r) uniformly throughout any r-interval lying in a larger

interval in which f(r) is continuous. Consequently, if r is any interior point

of an interval in which f(r) is continuous, the function defined by (160)

approaches the value f(r') as we approach the point (r = f, z = 0) along any

path lying in the region (155).

We now wish to examine the behavior of the function defined by (160) when

we approach a point that is not an interior point of an interval of continuity of

f(r). If we define S (r) for the series (163) in the same way that Sn(x)

was defined in (34) for a corresponding series, we may, for values of z > 0,

write the series (160) in the form J

(164) inSn(r)[e-aW- 2e-"x'™* 4 e-a^z].

* If J, = 0we must take the ( n + 1 )st term as the general term instead of the nth term in

order that this inequality may hold.

t In this theorem we did not consider the possibility of \ being equal to zero. However,

this is an unessential point, as the behavior of a finite number of convergence factors at the

beginning of the series does not matter, provided they approach 1 as the parameter of which they

are functions approaches zero.

JCf. equation (7) of the writer's article in these Transactions referred to on page 430.
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If now we make the change of variable

az = a2,

the expression (164) reduces to

(165) i nSn(r)[e-W - 2e~^^ + ¡r^«*].
n=l

But we have from the corollary of Theorem II*

| Sn(r) | < M       (» = 1, 2, 3, •••; 0<r0^r<l),

where M is a positive constant. Consequently, since the convergence factors

(151) satisfy the conditions of Bromwich's theorem, the series (165) is, through-

out the region

( a>° )

l«<^fSlj'
less in absolute value than

M i » I e"A>2 - 2e-A^»2 4 e'^^ | < MF,
n=l

where F is a positive constant.    Hence if we approach any point (r = f, t = 0)

such that
0<r0<cSir'Sil,

along any path lying in the region (155), the function defined by (160) remains

finite.

Problem II. The problem of determining the steady flow of heat in a semi-

infinite circular cylinder whose base is kept at a temperature

v=Ar),

where r is the perpendicular distance from the axis of the cylinder, reduces to

the determination of a continuous function f of r and z which satisfies

(16ß) -r8r{r3r) + M=0

in the region (155), and also satisfies (156) and (157)4

It can be shown easily that the function

Ae~"F,(X,r),

where A is a constant and X is a root of equation (159), satisfies (166) and

(156).    We form now the series

*This corollary was proved with regard to the series (35), but as (35) differs from (106) by

at most one term that is finite for all values of the variable involved, It holds for the latter

series also.

t Cf. note, p. 432.

} Cf. Carslaw, loc. cit.. p. 321
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(167) Axe-^F0(Xx,r) + A2e-^F0(X2,r)+..-,

where the X's are the roots, positive or zero, of equation (107) for * = 0

arranged in increasing order of magnitude, and the .á's are the coefficients of

the series of the form (106) corresponding to the given function f{r).

If f(r) is finite and integrable in the interval 0 = r = 1, the series (167) will

converge for z > 0 to a continuous function of r and z that satisfies (166) and

(156), and approaches the proper boundary value when we approach a point on

the line z = 0 that lies within an interval of continuity of f(r). Furthermore

the series (167) remains finite when we approach any point on the line z = 0 that

lies in the interval

0<c = r = l.

The proof of the above facts is analogous to the proof in the previous prob-

lem, except that we use Theorem VI instead of Theorem VII.

The University of Cincinnati,

Cincinnati, Ohio.


